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Abstract. This tutorial is about temperature and heat flux measurement with thermocouples and
can be seen as complementary information to lecture L2. Time constants, errors due to heat
leakage through the connection wire of the thermocouples will be illustrated with experiments.
Some rules will be explained to implement thermocouples in metallic sample in order to realize
accurate and sensitive 1D heat flux sensors. Thin film heat flux sensors will also be discussed.

4.1 Introduction
One will expect from a temperature sensor to be 1) sensitive to temperature, 2) accurate and 3) with low
inertia. The sensitivity is provided by the thermometric phenomena (see lecture L2 for sensitivity values).
The accuracy comes on one hand from the calibration and measurement of the thermometric phenomena
and on the other hand, from the correct implementation of the sensors. The first one is rather well known,
the latter being very often ignored. The inertia of thermocouple is usually characterized by its time
constant that depends also on the medium in which it is mounted.
In this tutorial, experiments will be performed in order to illustrate sensor time constants, errors due to
incorrect implementation of thermocouples. Then the design of accurate 1D heat flux sensors will be
presented.

4.2 Time constants of various thermocouples
The behavior of a sensor is characterized by its response to a disturbance in its surroundings. The response
time of a temperature sensor depends on the physical properties (density, specific heat, thermal
conductivity), the transport properties of the fluid (turbulence, pressure, velocity and physical properties)
and the thermal exchanges (radiation, convection, conduction) between the sensor and the surroundings
[1-3]. A considerable amount of work has been carried out on the transient behavior of thermocouples and
hot/cold wires (standard size, small and micro sizes) in flowing gases and liquids [4, 5].
Different dynamic characterization methods have been used to estimate response times:
• Standard immersion-plunge tests in liquids or gases [6],
• Current injection with sinusoidal, square-wave, 3w methods [3],
• Optical and chopped laser beam methods [7-10],
• Pulsed wire methods [11],
• Rocket plume-method [12],
• Convection method with fluid flows [10],
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The thermometric device must show characteristics in order that interaction between sensor and medium
reaches the equilibrium temperature in a sufficiently small time so that the temperature variations of the
medium, during this same time, are negligible.
The thermal inertia is usually quantified by a characteristic time tx which can be the time constant τ or
time response tr.
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Figure 1: Typical temperature sensor response

Most of these works neglected the effects of conduction along the wires and radiation between the sensor
external surface and the surroundings. Investigations have been devoted to the determination of the
classical wire time constant τ considering convection heat transfer only:

τ=

ρ w cw d 2
4 λ g Nu

(4.1)

Where d is the diameter of the sensor, ρw and cw are the density and the specific heat of the sensor
material, λ is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and Nu the Nusselt number.
If T(0) is the initial temperature and T(∞) the equilibrium temperature, the time response tx is defined
such that :

T (∞) − T (t x )
T (∞) − T (0)
•
•

=x

(4.2)

The time constant τ, is defined with x = 1/e ≅0,368 (e = 2,718...)
The k.10-n time response, tr , is defined with x = k.10-n.

The quantities τ or tr depend not only on the sensor but also on how it is mounted in or on the medium and
how it is connected to the measurement device. So talking about time response of a sensor does not make
senses if we don’t consider the medium in or on it is mounted.
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Figure 2: Temperature recording in quiet air
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Figure 4: Temperature recording in mercury ( 12°C)

In this tutorial, we investigate the time constants of thermocouples since this type of sensors is very
common due to their easy implementation, fast response and low cost. Four type K thermocouples are
considered with two diameters (80 and 200 µm) and with or without stainless steel sheath. They were
plunged successively in three different mediums. Stirred water was provided by a built-in circulating
pump of a temperature controlled water bath (at 12°C). A 5cm3 mercury beaker was maintained also at
12°C. The quiet air was the room air (at about 20°C). Figures 2 to 4 show the measured transient
temperatures for the 4 thermocouples plunged in the three different mediums. The transient measurements
are performed using a low voltage recorder (Yokogawa, 16 channels, 100 kHz).
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Table 1: Time constants (ms) of common type K thermocouples with various diameters, with and without
sheath and mounted in various medium.

Thermocouple→
Medium↓

No sheathed

Sheathed*

Φ = 0,08 mm

Φ = 0,2mm

Φ = 0,5 mm

Φ = 2,0 mm

quiet air

595

2330

30980

42720

mercury**

45.2

38.3

129.3

1208.5

stirred water

16.4

14.0

28.5

698.1

* : stainless steel sheathed thermocouple with junction welded at the extremity of the sheath
**: mercury k=8.3 W.m-1.K-1 ; cp= 140 J.kg-1.K-1, ρ=13600 kg.m-3 ( a= 4,36 10-6 m2.s-1); water (a= 1,68
10-7 m2.s-1)
The measurements clearly show the influence of the medium on the time constant of thermocouples. The
time constants range from a few ms to several seconds. In addition, one can observe several features:
• As obtained with lumped capacitance model (τ=ρcpL/h ), the time constant decreases for
increasing heat transfer coefficient. This can be observe when switching from quiet air to mercury
and then to stirred water.
• The higher the diameter of the sensors, the higher the time constants are
Table 2 shows some additional values of time constant measured with various temperature sensors [13].

Table 2 : Time constants from literature for various temperature sensors [13]

Sensor
mercury-in-glass thermometer φ=9mm
mercury-in-glass thermometer φ=9mm
metallic thermoresistances in a ceramic sheath φ=2mm
sheathed thermocouples (φ =0.5mm) - thermocouple junction
inside the insulationsheathed thermocouples (φ =0.5mm) – thermocouple junction
welded on the sheath
Metallic thin film (a few µm thick) deposited on a substrate
(thermocouple or thermoresistance)

Medium
quiet air
quiet water
stirred water
hot water
hot water
-

Time constant (s)
450
4,8
0,5
0,035
0,015
a few tens of µs

4.3 Discussion about the time constant
Dahl and Fiock [14] and Alford and Heising [15] have discussed the problem of lead conduction from a
spherical bead along the wires for a thermocouple cooled in a static gas from a temperature T1 to a
temperature T2. The time constant τ includes the effect of convection and conduction:
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⎛ 3 hcv
⎞
τ = ⎜
+ K cd ⎟
⎝ ρ w cw d
⎠

−1

(4.3)

Melvin [9] adopted a similar point of view in the precedent work and developed a simple approximate
solution of the heat conduction equations integrating the heat transfer coefficient as the ratio between the
thermal conductivity of the gas and the radius of the thermocouple junction. For gases of relatively low
thermal conductivity the time constant of the thermocouple was expressed as:

⎛

3 λg

⎞
2 ⎟
⎝ ρ w cw d ⎠

τ = ⎜

−1

(4.4)

Benedict [16] established an expression of the time constant accounting convection, conduction and
radiation:

τ =τC

(1 −ψ w )
4β εw
1+
Tg

(4.5)

Where ψw is a conduction correction factor [5, 17], β a radiation error factor [5], εw the thermocouple
emissivity and Tg the gas temperature.
If the thermal environment includes effects of convection, conduction and radiation, the response of the
sensor is not a first-order. Pandey [2] and Dantzig [18] suggested that a simple time constant can be
expressed as:

τ = C1 + C1 hcv−1

(4.6)

where C1 and C2 are correlation constants dependent on the properties of the thermocouple and hcv is the
average heat transfer coefficient between the thermocouple external surface and the air flow.
Actually, the fact that different kinds of heat transfers are involved should lead to a global time-constant in
which the different phenomena contributions are included [19, 20]. As a consequence, the ability of a
thermocouple to follow any modification of its thermal equilibrium is resulting from a multi-ordered time
response which more accessible experimental parameter remains the global time constant.
The multi-ordered temperature response of a thermocouple can be represented by the general relation [1]:

Tg − T

⎡ t ⎤
⎡ t ⎤
⎡ t ⎤
= K1 exp ⎢ − ⎥ − K 2 exp ⎢ − ⎥ − L − K n exp ⎢ − ⎥
Tg − Ti
⎣ τ 1 ⎦
⎣ τ 2 ⎦
⎣ τ n ⎦

(4.7)

Where Ti is the initial temperature, Tg is the fluid temperature. The value of the constants K1, K2, … , Kn as
well as the time constants τ1, τ2, …, τn, depend on the heat flow pattern within the thermocouple and the
surrounding fluid. Kerlin et al. [21] showed that the time constants τ1 andτ2 are most important.
Cimermam [6] used the same result for real Pt-resistance temperature-sensor in dynamic measurement
relative to natural and petroleum gas processes.

4.4 Errors due to heat losses through the connection wires of the
thermocouples
To avoid temperature bias due heat loss along the thermocouples wires, one usually considers that a
thermocouple has to be mounted along an isothermal line started from the junction and on a length equal
to 100 times the metallic wire diameter φ of the thermocouple. If it is not the case, one may obtained heat
loss which will change locally the temperature of thermocouple junction. In lecture L5 section 2.3, a
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thermal model was designed to study the effect of various parameters on this systematic error. In this
section, an experiment will be used to quantify this temperature measurement error.
A PMMA sample of 76.8 mm diameter and 20mm thickness is instrumented with 7 type K thermocouples
of diameter 0,2 mm as shown on fig. 5. Three thermocouples #1, #2 and# 3 are correctly mounted: starting
from the junction, the thermocouples are along isothermal lines at least on a length of 20 mm. On the
contrary, thermocouple #7 is perpendicular to the isothermal lines and thermocouples #4, #5 and #6 are
close to the edge. Two temperature controlled thermal baths are used to prescribe a constant temperature
difference (40°C) between each two sample faces
4mm

60°C
5mm
5

1
2

5

3

7

4
5
6

19,8°C

5

20°C
Figure 5: experimental setup with an instrumented PMMA sample

Table 3: steady state temperature measurements from experimental setup of fig.5

δ*, mm
5
10
15

#
1
2
3

T , °C
49,9
40,5
31,5

#
4
5
6

T , °C
43,5
35,4
27,7

#

T , °C

7

34,8

δ*: distance between thermocouple and the heated face
From the measurement obtained with steady state, one can observe that:
• The temperature discrepancy between thermocouple perpendicular (#7) and parallel (#2) to the
isothermal lines is very important (5,7°C!), this result from the heat losses through the metallic
wire of thermocouple #7 inducing a local temperature decrease at its hot junction. This happens
for a 0.2 mm thermocouple, one would have got much more error for metallic sheathed
thermocouple where the metallic cross-section of the complete thermocouple is typically 6 times
higher than the one of the bare thermocouples (thickness of metallic wall: 10 %φ and metallic
wire diameter 18 %φ [22])
• Thermocouples #4, #5 and #6 are closed to the edge (4 mm only) , the connection wires being in
the thermal boundary layer therefore they show lower temperature measurement, from 3.3 to
6.4°C less compared to the correct ones ( #1, #2 and #3). As illustrated on fig. 6 , thermocouples
#4, #5 and #6 show however a linear distribution. So, one should remind that the fact that the
temperature distribution is linear is not a criterion to say that temperature measurements are
without bias. In fig.6, the temperature shift between the two sets of thermocouples is important,
the slopes being slightly different.
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Figure 6: Temperature distributions within the PMMA sample (data from tab.2)

4.5 Heat flux sensor with wire thermocouples and thin film
Heat flux sensors (HFS) are very useful for the understanding and the control of the thermal phenomena
coupled or not with other physical, chemical or mechanical processes. HFS should be judiciously designed
to reduce source of bias in heat flux measurement while ensuring the highest sensitivity. The heat flux can
be measured by direct methods (see lecture L5). However very often these sensors are mounted directly on
the surface to characterize and the sensors create disturbance in the surface/environment heat exchange.
There exists one type of HFS which was designed to limit this perturbation [23] especially for 1D transient
measurement. As shown on fig.7, a set of microthermocouples is mounted inside the medium at different
locations [23]. Practically there are welded on one of the two half shells (fig. 8 [24]).
The discussion in this section will be about the location of the implemented thermocouples. The HFS
should have at least 1 thermocouple if the 2nd boundary condition is well known otherwise at least 2
thermocouples are needed. Bourouga [25] has found that the first thermocouple should be located taking
into account the following inequality:

10 r < x1 < 66 r

(4.8)

With r the radius of the hole where the thermocouple is mounted.
The first inequality (10 r≤ x1) comes from the fact that 96% of the temperature drop due to
macroconstriction is within an hemisphere of radius 10 r [26]. With this condition, the heat flux φ or
temperature at the front face will not be affected by the presence of the first thermocouple.
The second inequality (x1 ≤ 66 r) comes from inverse methods consideration. The computation time step
Δt (supposed here equal to the experimental one) should not be too small to avoid too much sensitivity to
measurement errors. Typically, the condition aΔt/x12≥ 0.01 should be respected [26], where a is the
thermal diffusivity of the HFS material.
Therefore, one obtains:

x12 < 100 a Δt

(4.9)

The smallest possible Δt value that can be defined as the response time of a thermocouple that is also the
characteristic time of the already described 10r hemisphere. As shown by Cassagne [27], this
characteristic time is defined by Δt= 44r2/a for a 95% development of the thermal constriction within the
10r hemisphere. Using this Δt value in (9), one can obtain: x1 ≤ 66 r
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One should notice that for sensitivity enhancement during heat flux estimation, the first thermocouple
should be as close as possible to the front face (x1 ≈10 r).
For the second location (x2) corresponding to the 2nd thermocouple or the 2nd boundary condition, its value
should be as large as possible also for sensitivity concerns [5].
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•

•

1
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2

Figure 7: Heat flux sensor [23]

Figure 8: Heat flux sensor [24]

Recent developments in heat flux measurement concern thin film HFS with some advantages such as very
accurate locations of the temperature sensors (fig. 9 [28] and fig.10 [29]).

Figure 9: New HFS with thin film technology (wire thickness 30µm) [28]

Figure 10: Thin film heat flux sensor (wire thickness 12µm) [29]

4.6 Conclusion
In this tutorial, we have illustrated the role of the medium in the temperature sensor time constants and
also the errors due to the sensor implementation. Temperature and heat flux sensors should be designed
and implemented in order to minimize the various sources of systematic errors and also to increase the
sensitivity for the estimation of thermal properties, heat transfer coefficient, heat flux ... Some insights on
the most favorable thermocouples location were also presented.
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